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21 May 2018 
 
Waana Davis, Chairperson 
Garry Nicholas, Chief Executive/General Manager 
Toi Māori Aotearoa 
PO Box 9570 
Wellington 6011 
 
Re: Strengthening Toi Māori Aotearoa as the National Leader for Māori Arts and             
securing the renewal of the contract with Creative New Zealand - A Three Point Plan 
 
Waana, Garry, tēnā kōrua. 
Many thanks for your positive response to my letter of 19 May. Thank you also for the                 
suggestion to meet and for me to attend and present ideas to the Annual General Meeting                
on Saturday 25 May. 
 
To prepare for our meetings, I have written some suggested practical steps that TMA can               
take immediately and in the short term to strengthen and continue its role as national Māori                
arts leader. These are suggestions and they require discussion. I am aware that I do not                
have the latest information concerning TMA and its activities so please discard those ideas              
that don’t align with or are not properly informed by what is taking place at this time. 
 
I propose the following immediate and short term steps: 
 

● Protecting the Core 
● Winning the Mandate Daily 
● Injecting new and fresh energy into the Organisation 

 
1.0 Protecting the Core 
‘Protecting the core’ is about focusing on what really matters at this time. I suggest two key                 
actions: 
 

● Focusing the resources and energy of the organisation upon the renewal of the CNZ              
contract 

● Articulating clearly the core purpose and mandate of the organisation. 
 
1.1 Focusing the energy and resources of the organisation 
As mentioned, the current move by Creative New Zealand to develop a new Māori arts               
strategy could represent a threat to Toi Māori Aotearoa. This is because there is a               
perception that CNZ is the national Māori arts leader. Also, their current process might yield               
the rationale and the opportunity for CNZ not to continue its support of TMA. Losing the CNZ                 
contract would be serious. It would not end the organisation but it would compromise it               
significantly and TMA would struggle.  
 
The primary focus of the organisation, therefore, should now be upon securing the renewal              
of the CNZ contract. Energy, focus and a sense of urgency needs to be brought to bear                 
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upon achieving this goal and no assumptions should be made. You should continue to              
deliver upon your existing contractual obligations, particularly those under the CNZ contract,            
but put on hold any activity that is not relevant to this goal, essential and/or               
mandatory. 
 
1.2 Understanding clearly the core purpose and mandate of the organisation 
From its inception, there has been some confusion and vagueness about the purpose of              
TMA. A simple example of this lack of clarity is the number of people who still think that TMA                   
is Te Waka Toi. Similarly, many believe that TMA is a funder of Māori arts and TMA itself                  
has occasionally acted as a funder (I was fortunate to receive TMA support recently for one                
of my projects).  
 
It is important that TMA does not try to do all things, to be all things to all people. Rather, the                     
organisation should focus consistently and with discipline on a number of core purposes and              
functions that cannot be delivered by anybody else. You may need to ‘slay some sacred               
cows’ along the way on the basis that the survival of the organisation is at stake. (Continuing                 
with a worthy project that does not help the organisation overall does not make sense.) 
 
In my view, the purpose of Toi Māori Aotearoa is to create the circumstances whereby Māori                
arts can be created, valued and succeed. The core functions of TMA are: 
 

● To advocate for Māori arts and artists involved in creating Māori arts, particularly 
Māori artists. To be the ‘voice’ of Māori arts. 

● To seek out and enable opportunities of various kinds for Māori arts and Māori 
artists 

● To build the capacity and capability of organisations to support Māori artists and 
Māori arts 

 
It is important that TMA not be seen or act as a funder. The reason for this is that in the                     
foreseeable future TMA will not be funded to a level where it can be an effective and                 
meaningful funder for the creation of Māori art. Being clear about not being a funder means                
that expectations are also set correctly. There might be a small number of occasions where               
TMA does fund the creation of art but that should done to further these primary purposes                
and functions and not as a separate activity. 
 
Similarly, TMA is not a creator of art (like a theatre company or an orchestra). Māori artists                 
themselves are the creators of art. In my view, the role of TMA is to create the circumstances                  
whereby Māori arts can be created, valued and succeed. It does this by being an advocate                
for Māori arts and Māori artists, by creating and securing opportunities of many kinds for               
Māori artists and Māori arts and by building the capacity and capability of organisations to               
support Māori arts and artists. Hence, TMA is an infrastructure organisation, an advocate, an              
enabler of opportunities and a builder of capacity and capability.  
 
2.0 Winning the Mandate Daily 
‘Winning the mandate daily’ is about: 
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● winning and maintaining support for TMA, particularly the support of Māori artists and             
on a daily basis; and  

● aggressively raising and maintaining the visibility and presence of TMA as the            
national Māori arts leader, expressing publicly its core functions  

 
TMA’s primary asset - and the asset that sets TMA apart - is the support of Māori artists and                   
the Māori arts community. If TMA was to lose this support, and Māori artists turned to                
another organisation, this would mean the end for TMA. Therefore, winning the support of              
Māori artists and the Māori arts community and on a daily basis is absolutely critical. Their                
support should not be taken for granted. To this end, TMA should immediately start a new                
membership drive by: 
 

● Reviewing, updating and adding to the database of Māori artists 
● Designing and implementing a communications strategy aimed at Māori artists 

 
Similarly, it is vitally important that the identity and purpose of TMA remains present in the                
mind of key stakeholders. To this end, as Government and its agencies are key              
stakeholders, letters should be sent to the following: 
 

● Prime Minister as Minister of Arts, Culture and Heritage (and Associate Ministers) 
● Chair of the Board and CEO of Creative NZ 
● CEO of the Ministry of Culture and Heritage 

 
The purpose of these letters is to communicate TMA’s role as national Māori arts leader and                
how we see TMA positioned in light of CNZ’s new strategy. (There is more to say here.) 
 
3.0 Injecting new and fresh energy into the Organisation 
Finally, ‘Injecting new and fresh energy into the organisation’ is about not assuming that              
TMA’s operating model of the past is the right model for TMA into the future. It is also about                   
ensuring the right people and the right ideas are in the right places to ensure success. You                 
will need to ask - in order to secure the future of TMA: 
 

● Do we have the right capabilities at Board, senior management and organisational            
level? 

● What and who else do we need? 
 
Like most organisations, you will have some of the key capabilities but you may not have                
others. 
 
There’s more to say on each of these points and I look forward to discussing them further. 
 
Nāku noa, nā 
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Te Ahukaramū 
Charles Royal 
 
Mob: 021-664907 
Email: ahukaramu@gmail.com 
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